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PROMISES KEPT

Somatic Integration
Framework
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Not only that, but I promised you "the
most potent framework for claiming your
wholeness, your greatness and all of life's
fullness." 

Darling, you may not know me yet,
but I do not make claims I can't deliver
on. 

The truth is, I've spent decades
working out the kinks in my own
trauma-riddled life - 

ripe with an oh-so-funn cycle of
repetitive experiences of financial loss
and scarcity, toxic romantic
relationships and severe autoimmune
and physical health issues. 

I promised you a framework. And here it is love. 

patterns of non-serving behaviors
(addictions, self-sabotage,
resistance, procrastination),
limiting beliefs (of not being
enough, not being loveable, not
being worthy),
histories of trauma, 
scarcity and drama dynamics,
poor relationships,
lack of health, emotional and
psychological issues,
a lack of purpose, hindered levels
of self-expression and overall, 
lack of thriving and living your
soul's truth;

When I say - this works - to resolve:

Please know that it is because I have
taken myself there first. And since then,
hundreds of other women.
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Understand, with the body, not
just the logical mind, what has
shaped you to-date; what traumas,
what undigested experiences, what
conditioning, programing, what
habitual patterns of responses you
carry - and live into (embody) the
new stories you're creating.

Slowly, tolerably, one drop at a
time, ideally with co-regulated
support, begin the tender artistic
process of unbecoming it all,
returning to the truth of who you
are and what you came here to do. 

The later of which entails you feel
what hasn't been felt, and meet
what hasn't been met - 

...necessitates that you do a few key
things:

Living your best trauma-informed, purpose-driven life...

Complete procedural survival
responses (the thwarted
physiology of trapped experiences
and emotions in the body) to clear
space and bandwidth in your
system,

Ultimately then starting to do (to
live into and out from) the things,
the choices, the experiences that
originally robbed you of some
your power, trust or truth in the
first place.

within the physiology of your own
human operating system and deep
subconscious parts of your psyche.
 

to actually welcome the new - that
relationship, that job, that
abundance, that new relationship
with your body, the health. 
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The way out is in fact through:
Whatever is coming up in your
current experience is driven by
your own innate healing
intelligence and arises as the means
to the end you wish, despite
however paradoxical it may seem. 

To go up, you must first come
down: If you truly want to ascend,
expand, level-up, then you must be
willing to train your ability to
hold polarity, specifically in
sensation within the body itself. 

In having now dedicated the last 10
years of my life to the disciplines of
Somatic Experiencing, Polyvagal
theory, psychedelic integration,
Tantra, interactive guided imagery,
Internal Family Systems parts work
and more, I can tell you offer you the
following insights:

Every magical lineage and
tradition known to man, Occult,
Hermetic arts, Wiccan, you name
it... all speak of transformation, of
the manifestation of your soul’s
magic, truth and purpose in the
world, through the perfect union
of opposites.
 
This entails a process I guide 

On the magic of paradox, polarity and possibility - oh my! 

You must inhabit the poison to
become the medicine: Continuing
to meet whatever your experience
is (the health issue, the frustrating
pattern, the blocks etc) with
anger, frustration, resentment,
determination to excise, will only
continues to perpetuate it.

individuals through called somatic
coherence,
 
whereby bridges are architected
between the mind and body to
move as a unified will in the
direction of your choosing.
 
Darling, this is the wild magical art
of you returning home to the
truth of yourself. 
 

When we give full permission for
that experience to exist, to
validate and embrace, and meet it
with curious open arms, that is
truly when we can begin to
integrate, to welcome back home,
whatever might have been lost in
the process of that pattern, that
thing, originated in the first place. 
 

And as we must understand, and
honor, at one point in time, our
beautiful self-protective mechanisms
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ensured our survival in some way. We
may hate that we panic or shut-down
now, but at some time, a part of us
originated that pattern and its
associated chain on physiological
pathways for our benefit. 

Here’s the thing: When you truly
embrace your lived divinity and
nobility within the human physicality
itself, 

understanding how to work with the
true technology your life run off of
(the autonomic nervous system), 

you can and will pattern flow, ease
and coherence as your default state -
regardless of what your current
experience or circumstances are.

Living your best trauma-informed, purpose-driven life...

So let me break it down for you as
specifically as I can, and how I
promised.

Here is the phase by phase somatic
integration framework I utilize with
my 1-on-1 coaching clients:

PHASE I: Safety & Permission
Foundations

A. Create a somatic layers map of
your current experience &
establish goals & markers of
therapeutic outcomes & a picture
of who you want to get back to
being.  
 
Those layers are, from most
external to deepest internal:
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- Limiting beliefs & false
constructs;
- Persistent, non-serving
behavioral patterns (ie. defense
mechanisms);
- Survival responses, neuroception
lenses & trauma(s);
- Core wounds, toxic shame &
latent parts of you misattuned to
during critical developmental
stages.

B. Inner guided visual and felt
sensory explorations
(interoception) of where safety
lives in the body; 
 
Foundations of dialogue with self
laid through introductory parts
explorations to get in touch with
any versions of you from any 
 times in your life that feel they
need some kind of permission to
be in the body & be themselves;
 
Creation of a living library
reference point of safety anchors
to utilize during Phase 2 & 3 of
nervous system re-patterning. 

PHASE II: Autonomic Shaping
 

A. Fostering allyship between the
autonomic nervous system and
higher order mind through 

Somatic Integration Framework: Phases I - IV

psychoeducation and discernment.
 
B. Consciously getting to know &
recognize the unique "style" of
each of your nervous system states
and what triggers them; and how
they inform your behaviors and
beliefs. 
 
C. Enacting re-patterning efforts
to create more coherence in the
system; 
 
applying the 3 pillars of healing -
the medicine of self for dorsal
vagal stories, 
the medicine of existence for
sympathetic stories 
and the medicine of others for
ventral vagal stories. 
 
D. Inhabiting resiliency, walking
the nervous system back from
dysregulation to regulation
repeatedly,
 
starting to challenge the system to
hold, truly feel and presence
higher levels of sensations within
containers of safety,

set not just by me in our discovery
sessions, but also set by you in
your life, within a practice
frequency and parameters. 
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PHASE III: Parts Retrievals 

A. Here we work directly to
dialogue with, understand and
address the needs and fears of all
versions of you from all time, as
well as archetypes and symbolized
figures deep within,
 
that currently play a role in
directing and taking over your
conscious command when they
perceive some type of real or
imagined threat.  
 
We return to them, these parts of
us that formed and adapted their
various beautiful, creative coping
strategies - thank them,
acknowledge them and have you
give to them what they never 
 

Somatic Integration Framework: Phases I - IV

received previously in the way they
needed so they can integrate back
home into the wholeness of you.

PHASE IV: Unbecoming

A. This is the true arch of
ascending, of spreading your
wings to fly higher, and push
outside your window of tolerance,
resistance and blocks towards
whatever it is we've uncovered is
your truth, your purpose, your
longing. 
 
This is the phase of truly
embodying the work, of applying
the tools and becoming the
regulating force of nature in the
world you were always intended to
be. 
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When we answer

the call

to re-wild,

to unbecome

the limits

and limitations,

the programmed hurts,

and conditioned

incoherence, 

 

to re-claim the truth 

of our instinctual,

intuitive nature,

to re-enchant our

soul’s calling

and purpose,

 

to rally against

the domestication

of our female lives,

to re-open inwards to possibility

through aligned action & choice,

 

 

 

On unbecoming

to resurrect

the feminine will’s sacred role

to disrupt and birth the new,

the next, the novel,

in place of

stagnation,

of stasis,

we begin the mythic,

the courageous

journey

of carving flesh

and meat off our 

old stories’ bones.

Taking nourishment,

finding sustenance

in the blood and bravery

of what the old tales have to offer,

skillfully picking clean those

most solid foundations of bone
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to their origins of

of ivory and shell,

 

weaving new tapestries

of muscle and marrow,

heart and honey,

the fire freedom

of lived experience,

through context,

coherence,

 choice,

 

that builds what

can be, and now is,

on the honored skeletons

of what was, and no

longer need be.

 

This is not an act

or process of conscious

understanding or striving

to arrive,

to fix,

to get

somewhere,

This is the Great Work;

the reading of polarity

palm holding of paradox,

the rise then fall of the breath

that belongs to it all -

the turning cycles of the wheel

you are both passenger on

and direct passage of,

creating momentum

or choosing

not to

every day

of every moment.

This is

the untamed art

of somatic integration

This

is the way home.

Can you hear its song?
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Stars

thread

the needle

of the night,

note by

solemn note,

a summons

to the innate

wildish wish

of medicine born

in the wholeness

of still water days

of tears, lakes & longing

where wise women

rally the wind

and resurrect

hymns

to rise,

rise,

rise.
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From the unbecame   
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Here's what my clients have to say

WORK WITH ME 
writesherway.com
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PREFACE

Psychoeducation
Foundations

II.
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PART 1 OF 3

The Medicine
of Self
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PART 2 OF 3

The Medicine
of Existence

IV.
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PART 3 OF 3

The Medicine
of Others
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/  W O R K  W I T H  M E   /

Ready to step into...
your best trauma-informed
                    purpose-driven life?
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1-on-1 coaching packages at 

CHRISTINE@WRITESHERWAY.COM

 

/ www.writesherway.com /



Contact:
christine@writesherway.com

A B O U T

As a trauma-informed somatic practitioner
with pre-med undergraduate and
Anthropology graduate degrees, training in
Somatic Experiencing, Polyvagal Theory and
psychedelic integration, Christine Ren is a
dedicated investor in human potential.

She empowers women to claim and live into
their ability to be their own medicine by
addressing the deeper neurophysiological
layers of trauma that inform more surface-
level mindset limitations, as well as
persistent, non-serving behavioral patterns.

She works remotely with clients
internationally through nervous system-led
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Socials:
IG: @writesherway
FB: @writesherway

Booking:
writesherway.com

upgrades to their human operating
systems to affirm their best purpose-
driven lives possible. 

She is also an internationally
published underwater performance
artist, a poet, former professional
dancer and resides in Boulder, CO
with the loving heratbeat at her feet
named Jade. 


